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singing to the beats of a drum and the strums of a bass guitar. The enthusiasm
of the youngsters could not be contained in such a tiny studio, but their joy and
satisfaction belies a story of childhood cancer.
In 2017, our Community Service Team approached a group of music enthusiast childhood cancer
survivors to form a band. We hoped that through music they could learn to express their feelings,
build up their self-confidence, or even develop a musical career.
The youngsters were amazed that a group started off as total strangers could form into a
band. After practicing and performing at various CCF’s events for more than two years, the
performances became more tacit by the day and their friendship deepened --- that’s how the
band Miracle came about.
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“If you believe in your dream, then you can fly.
High and low, gain or lose, even though you may not
be able to dodge.
You are your own legend, with your will, you will
achieve something great.
If fate don’t fall in your way and you have to go
through waves of water, you are still you.”

This inspiring song is one of Miracle’s favourite performing pieces. The lyrics convey their
message of encouragement for each and every one who listens to their music. All members
have a role in the band: Kiu is the band leader and the bass guitarist; Pansy and Kit are the two
guitarists; Jasmine is the drummer; and Winson and Kelvin are the lead singers.
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Miracle’s Members

Jasmine

Kit

Pansy

Winson

Kiu, the Band Leader and
Bass Guitarist
Kiu has a job in the music field.
When he learned that CCF was
forming a band, he showed support
immediately. He thinks that the band
will be a meaningful and interesting
opportunity for young cancer survivors
who all have experience in fighting
childhood cancer.
As the band leader, Kiu uses his
knowledge of music to strike up
conversation among the members
to create some sparks in their
interactions. Kiu gave me detailed
descriptions on how members have
changed over the last two years. I
can tell that he has high expectations
on them. He hopes that someday, the
Miracle can perform the best music to
the audience.

Kiu

Pansy, the Guitarist

Kit, the Guitarist

Pansy remembered that at the
beginning the band was incohesive
and loose because for many of them,
it was only their first time playing
musical instrument. As time went by,
she felt that the band was gradually
taking shape and was glad that their
friendships also deepened.

The members’ first impression of Kit was a
shy boy who always wore a mask. But his
courage to take part in the band originated
from his stay in the hospital ward when he
was a child. A child life specialist tried to
cheer him up playing a guitar and this had
left a lasting impression on him.

Pansy admitted frankly, “ Playing
guitar is different from playing other
instruments because we are not
reading the musical stave. I found it
difficult at first. Sometimes, members
didn’t show up for rehearsals or
performances and I have to cover for
them in the last minute, these were
the most unforgettable moments for
me but nevertheless, I’ve learned a lot
through these experiences.”

When Kit first joined the band, he was still
undergoing chemotherapy, but his feebleness
did not deter him from his practice. As he
grew stronger, he was able to express himself
in full force at his practices and members
were surprised by his calmness on stage.
He hopes that as their interest in music
continues to grow, they could compose songs
together and have the chance to encourage
and send positive energy to other sick
children through their music.
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Jasmine, the Drummer

Winson, the Lead Singer

Siu Ming Sir, the Band Instructor

“Drumming helps to relieve my
emotions. I find the rhythm and sound
very healing!”, Jasmine explained
why she chose to be the drummer. It
took her a while to master the basic
rhythm of drumming, but she has
learned a lot through the process. It
gave her more confidence to keep the
band in tempo.

Originally the drummer, Winson
became the lead singer because he
lacked the sense of rhythm. It was
this accidental change that made
him realised that being a lead singer
is not easy at all! “I thought I had a
good voice. I’m often commended by
friends while singing karaoke. But, it
is a different story to sing with a band,
apart from having a good voice, I
need to in sync with every single
member in the band in order to have
a near perfect performance.”

Since the programme started two years
ago, Siu Ming Sir has been watching the
development of each member. Not only did
they change individually but he noticed that
members were also learning to help one
another. Kit was teaching Pansy who did not
have much confidence at the beginning how
to memorise the guitar score or Kiu would
help coordinate the work for each member.
That’s how their friendships had developed.

But Jasmine has a secret: “I actually
want to be the lead singer! I will try to
sing more in the band because I love
singing."

“My most unforgettable experience
was, after a performance, an
audience actually came to me and
told me that I sang well. I never felt so
touched in my whole life. I hope, as
a lead singer, I could perform more
tacitly with other members and finish
every performance with a perfect
note!”
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Siu Ming Sir remembered that at first they took
four to five sessions to practise three songs
and without any stage experience, their
performances flopped repeatedly. But after
each performance, they would do an after
show evaluation and try to learn from their
mistakes. He hoped that one day, members
of the band could master their instruments
skillfully and start composing their own songs.
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Story 2: Dexterous Hands Expressing an
Authentic Self
Backstage at the Hong Kong City Hall Concert Hall, Chak Yiu placed his mobile
phone against his ear, playing the Beethoven’s famous ‘Für Elise’ over and over
again. He silently memorised every single note on the piece, and played the
imaginary keys on his thigh. Although blind from neuroblastoma, 16 years old
Chak Yiu’s sensitivity towards music remains a constant element in his life.
Chak Yiu loved music since he was very young and he loves playing the piano. For years,
CCF has been supporting Chak Yiu taking piano lessons and studying music theory. He
learned all the notes on the keyboard through touch and memorised by heart all the music
scores by listening to them over and over again. Chak Yiu needs double or even triple
the time and effort to learn. But when he heard himself playing one beautiful piece after
another, he always carried a big smile on his face, enjoying the pleasure music has brought
to him.
During Chinese New Year, an amateur orchestra was holding a charity concert for CCF, and
it gave Chak Yiu his first opportunity to perform with a symphony orchestra. Chak Yiu valued
this performance tremendously. He had to travel from his home in Tin Shui Wai to Kowloon
Bay to rehearse but he never missed any rehearsal. The conductor said, “I really appreciate
Chak Yiu’s commitment and persistence. I love his innocent smile during the performance –
the pure joy from enjoying the performance and the music.” She recalled that in one of the
rehearsals, she was instructing other members on their performance. When she said, “Let’s
repeat the 17th bar”, Chak Yiu already started playing the relevant chord, his familiarity with
the piece astonished everyone in the orchestra.
Everyone has their own talent. Chak Yiu’s talent with his dexterous hands brings him joy
in life and music brings light to the darkness of cancer. Let’s give Chak Yiu a big round of
applause for his courageous journey in life.
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The

Power of Art
From the beginning of treatment to recover y phase and
reintegration of the Sunshine Kids back into the community, negative
emotions from the traumatic experience are likey to occur. With
handicrafts and drawings, they are able to release their emotions
that they find difficult to express in words. Indeed, we should not
underestimate the power of art!
I wish to thank the Friends of Hong Kong Museum of Art (Friends)
and the Hong Kong Museum of Art (HKMA) for their sponsorship
and organisation of the Summer Art Cadets 2018 - Art Switch
programme for our Sunshine Kids and their siblings of which 17
children participated. There were 11 sessions including arts and
crafts workshops, visiting museum and a graduation ceremony.
Through this programme, the children not only have deepened
their interest and knowledge in art, but they have also have met
many like-minded friends of similar age by learning together and
encouraging each other.
Through creative arts, they learned to understand the importance of
making use of their talent, accepting their deficiency and not having
to compare with anyone on their ability. At the beginning, some kids
were reluctant to draw, thinking that they could not do it and were
afraid that others would laugh at them. With the encouragement
of our social worker and the instructors, they gradually picked up
the pen and also learned to accept themselves. After each creative
work, the instructor would invite students to show and tell. Some
of them were embarrassed at first, but the safe and inclusive
environment allowed them to share their work at ease. The fun of
sharing and the round of applauses they received at each session
reinforced their courage and confidence.
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In one of the activities, the instructor asked the students to paint on
a piece of paper colours that they thought would best represent
their moods. One chose bright colours which meant she was happy
and excited and another picked black, white and grey. They were
then asked to cut the coloured paper into different shapes to create
their own unique and beautiful flower vase collage. Everyone
enjoyed the process and also learned to identify and embrace their
own feelings and moods. It is amazing how art can uplift their
spirit!
There was also notable improvement with one of the kids. She
started from a shy girl who had a hard time going eye-to-eye, to
someone who volunteered to be the host of a video we prepared
to film before the graduation ceremony. During filming, she
proactively asked us about her posture, and how to speak properly.
Her proactive attitude and enhanced confidence may not reflect in
her grades in school, but the experience she gained from the art
programme will benefit her for life.
After completing the art programme, the Sunshine Kids and their
families attended a graduation ceremony held at HKMA. At the
ceremony, they performed on stage to show and tell their artwork
and also present the drawings and greeting cards they made
to their families and VIP guests. All students were awarded a
certificate from the Friends and HKMA. The art programme has
brought the kids and families an unforgettable summer!
In the light of this successful collaboration and seeing how creative
arts can magically inspire the children and explore their potentials,
Friends and HKMA proposed to launch another art programme
for our kids in early 2019. After brainstorming with our partners,
“bamboo” was the theme chosen. We hope that through the
programme, the kids could be inspired by the characteristics of
bamboo: resolute, vital, flexible and able to adapt to the adversities
of life!
Patrick Chui
Social Worker
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The Hong Kong Children’s Hospital
Marks a New Beginning
CCF Assisting Young Patients
in the Transition
After years of preparation, the Hong Kong Children’s Hospital (HKCH) commenced its operation in
December 2018. During the latter half of 2018, as HKCH’s commencement drew near, CCF’s teams and HKCH
teams were in frequent dialogues. For the young patients and their families receiving ongoing treatments from a
regional hospital having to be transferred to a new place to continue treatment, the unease brought about by the
change is understandable.
Hence, the team, got into action and started the first collaborative project, producing an information booklet to
prepare and ease the patients and their families into the new environment.

‘Information Booklet for Haematology and Oncology
Patients in Hong Kong’
With the help of the HKCH and related NGOs, CCF
compiled all the data collected and produced a booklet,
for the patients and their families with information
on public transport, hospital facilities, hospitalisation
information, and other patients support services. To
keep them updated on new information, typesetting and
printing of the booklet were kept simple for easy edits.
The first edition of the booklet was distributed to patients
and their families during their transfer end of March 2019
and another 450 copies were distributed through various
hospitals and NGOs within a month.
For parents who have not obtained a hard copy of the booklet, you may visit our
website under ‘Books’ in ‘View Our Publications’ to download an e-copy onto your
mobile for easy reading. Future updates will be announced on our website and
Facebook Fanspage as earliest as possible. Parents are most welcome to give us
comments and suggestions on the booklet.
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HKCH Inpatient Service Kick-off!
March 27, 2019 was the first day for patients from the Children’s Cancer Centre of the Prince of Wales Hospital to be transferred to
HKCH. CCF was pleased to join the HKCH team in welcoming them. Our Child Life Assistant Maggie, a balloon twisting expert,
brought much joy to the ward with her colourful decorations and animals. Took reference of the icon of the fifth floor, a parrot with
a forest theme, she twisted the balloons to make into a flower bush with the parrot as the main character welcoming newcomers
to the ‘Parrot Home’.
CCF team also prepared packages of welcome gifts for each child arriving on the first day in the hospital ward, hoping that they
will get to know the new ward and staff in a relaxing way. Through the gift, they could draw and write to express their feelings
towards the new environment. Our child life specialists also took advantage of the spacious new ward. They bought kids wagons
and toy cars for the ward. The kids are not only having a good time, but also getting rehabilitative exercises while exploring every
corner riding in the cars.
It’s been a few months since HKCH started its inpatient services. CCF team and the patients are gradually adapting to the new
environment. I would like to take this opportunity to express our heartfelt thanks to the hospital team, other NGOs and our young
patients and their families for their trust in CCF! We will continue to extend our highest quality of service in the hospital for the
betterment of our young patients and their families. It is our goal to support our young patients every step of the way in their
treatment journey!

Tammy Loy
Professional Services Manager
Child Life
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Farewell with love to
Regional Hospital
Paediatric Oncology Wards
Following the official commencement of inpatient services of the Hong Kong Children’s Hospital (HKCH) at the end
of March 2019, the paediatric oncology ward of the Prince of Wales Hospital (PWH) and Tuen Mun Hospital (TMH)
have moved into HKCH end of March and early April respectively. Together with the two hospitals, we organised
farewell parties in the wards.

Voices from PWH Patients/Survivors and their Parents
™ Ka Yun’s mom
I am very thankful to the healthcare team at
PWH. Their holistic care, their one-step services
from examination to treatment put our minds at
ease. I meet the same group of healthcare team
at HKCH and find it very heartwarming. At HKCH,
the ward is like a playground.

My son likes the

new environment and is curious about everything. I
hope he will finish his treatment soon and wish the
other children well.

™ Caiyi’s dad
I spent most of last year at PWH. My daughter’s
treatment was long and arduous and we were very
worried. I spent every night after work in the
hospital ward, besides being tired, I felt helpless.
Fortunately, the doctors and nurses in the ward
were very caring, and with the support from CCF
staff, they had added some sweetness to my
daughter’s bitter life, and that was a big relief to
us. I hope that after we have moved to HKCH, we
could still see the same affectionate faces. May I
wish all the children a speedy recovery.
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On March 16, we held a large-scaled party at the
Department of Paediatrics and Adolescent Medicine of TMH.
Many healthcare staff, young patients and their families, as

™ Cheng Wing Shan
The time in PWH was most difficult and yet had

well as survivors and parents over the years also attended
the party. They shared stories of their journey fighting cancer

touched me deeply!

and gave wonderful performances to encourage the children

Everyone hates the hospital. It is an isolated place

and families who are still fighting the disease. They also paid

where you spend all day fighting illness. There is no

tribute to the past achievements of the ward.

joy but pain. My misconception was totally dispelled
at the children’s ward. The doctors and nurses took
good care of each patient. They chatted with us
and explained the follow-up treatment in a most
relaxed manner to alleviate our worries.
CCF social workers talked to us from time to time
to relieve our nervousness and anxiety. When

Henry was sick and had spent a long time in the Ward C6
(C6). The experience led to his determination to serve other
patients. Today he is a physiotherapist. In the prospect of
transferring to HKCH, Henry recalled, “Since I was 12 or 13,
I received treatments and follow-ups at TMH. I have a lot of

our parents could not be there with us and we

feelings for C6. I miss the healthcare staff there.” Henry has

felt lonely, the social workers would become our

hopeful expectations for the new HKCH.

important ‘mood manager′. The children’s ward is
like a kindergarten. It is not like a dull place with
medical equipment only. There is a play room where
we can leave our troubles behind.
I had been living in the children’s ward for half
a year. At times, I felt desperate facing illness.
But when I thought of the doctors, nurses, social

One of the emcees at the farewell party was a leukaemia
survivor. Through his illness, he learned to be empathic
towards the need of patients. “I have many fond memories of
my life in C6. The CCF staff came to play with us every week,
for patients in the ward, they are oasis in the desert. I hope

workers, fellow patients and family members who

the new HKCH will provide more support to young patients,

had been supporting me and fighting the disease

better understand their needs, and have more suitable

side by side with me, I considered that I was cured

activities for them to alleviate their anxiety.”

spiritually. I wholeheartedly thank everyone at
PWH who had accompanied and taken care of me.
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A group of parents also have special attachment

Dr Dennis Ku Tak Loi from TMH (currently, the Associate

to C6: “My daughter was only an infant when she

Consultant of Haematology and Oncology, Paediatrics &

stayed in C6. Everyone treated her like family and

Adolescent Medicine of HKCH) has high expectation for

kept her dear to their hearts. Now as a secondary

Hong Kong’s first children’s hospital, “HKCH is a hospital

school student, she wishes to say thank you to

that all paediatric doctors, especially oncologists, have been

all the healthcare staff”; “We really miss them.

expecting. I hope that the hospital can continue to expand

We have special affinity with TMH, but we also

its services and the healthcare teams will provide better care

understand that HKCH has more comprehensive

and treatment to the patients. TMH is small but the place is

and advanced facilities. We believe it is a good

warm and friendly, and we work closely together. I know that

thing for the young patients!”

when we move to the new place, we need to make some
adjustments but we can always stay in touch.”
With this new change, may HKCH bring us hope and embark
towards a bigger and wider road.

Nicole Yeung
Social Worker
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“Doctor, please don’t give up treating my child! Can you please see what other medicine can help? I want to save
my child! We do not need palliative care.” This was the feedback from a mother I overheard when the doctor
announced that curative treatment was no longer effective and suggested palliative care.
Does palliative care means giving up saving a child’s life? Is palliative care heartless and blatantly disregarding the
interest of a child? This is the misunderstanding most people have towards palliative care. They think that palliative
care is passive and pessimistic. Often, a child’s family cannot accept the fact that the chance of cure is slim and
they resist palliative care. Many healthcare professionals also shy away from the idea of palliative care because
they think that giving up active treatment violates a doctor’s mission to save lives.
In fact, palliative care is nothing like what was mentioned above. It is a humane and patient-and family-centred
holistic care aiming to provide active total care to improve the quality of life of patients and their families with childspecific as the primary objective.
The ‘Holistic Palliative Care’ blends into the contemporary care model. It focuses not merely on medical treatment
as we understand that even with great advances in modern medicine, diseases can be incurable. Sickness is
not just physical or biological; it will also affect the patients’ psychological, social and spiritual well-being. Their
caregivers, family members and friends will also be affected. Treatment is therefore no longer an isolated affair.
The various factors cited above affect the psychological condition of the patients, their attitudes and expectations
towards treatments, and influence the relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients.
Palliative care is not only a care model; it is a belief that can be widely applied to healthcare. Most healthcare
professionals face life and death every day. Applying the belief of palliative care can enhance the standard and
provide guidance to the work of healthcare.
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Is palliative care only needed at the terminal stage?
In fact, palliative care should be introduced as earliest as possible because it is
not restricted to end-of-life care. When a person has an incurable serious illness
and life expectancy is shorter than normal, what he needs the most is palliative
care to relieve his symptoms and caring for his physical-social-spiritual needs. It
is aiming to provide him with maximum comfort despite his physical limitations
so that he could feel cared for and respected in the last journey of his life. When
the symptoms are managed, his trips and admissions to hospitals will be
reduced. Hence, the quality of life improved. His life will be prolonged due to
the improvement in his general well-being. It will be less stressful for the family
and their relationship will be enhanced. In the long run, palliative care does
indeed have a positive impact on the whole family.
Through palliative care the patients and families are more prepared to accept the inevitable and with the
symptoms being well managed, the care team can now help them focus on how they would like to live as well
and fully as possible in the patients’ last journey; such as fulfilling their last wishes, making arrangement to say
farewell to families and friends, and getting their affairs in order. These fond memories of their children will bring
them comfort and help alleviate their long-lasting pain from the loss. When both the patients and families are well
prepared, death is not so scary anymore. It is sad to lose a loved one, but at least with no regrets.
Palliative care acts as a bridge between the healthcare professionals and the patients to improve their
communications so that both parties can have a better understanding of each other’s expectations. When the
treatment and care model are focusing on the wishes of the patients and their best interest, the healthcare team
and patients will be able to build a trustful relationship and the chance of misunderstanding will be minimised.
Palliative care is an approach towards active and humane treatment. It is also a manifestation of human
kindness. It is a medical care model founded on the respect for life, the emphasis on life’s values and the proper
attitude towards death. The advocacy of palliative care is to promote a positive attitude towards life and death;
the awareness of mortality will motivate people to reflect on how to live a better life.
We always say, “Life is not measured by its length.” However, to the terminal patients who actively seek treatment,
they really care about the length of their life. I would therefore say, “The length of life matters, so does its depth.”
I believe you will agree that we are all after a rich and long life with good quality.

Molin Lin
Professional Services Manager
Children’s Palliative Care
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‘Interactive Play’ vs ‘Passive Play’!
Counting fingers, I have been organising activities for our Families’ Club members, accompanying them to
different theme parks, outdoor activities, etc. for almost three years. I can regard myself as an experienced
‘Play Ambassador’. ‘Playing along’ might sound easy. But really, what is it like to play togther with children?
I trust many parents found this mind-boggling.

How to play together with children?
Play is a relaxing and joyful matter; but it is not easy to mingle with kids. In fact, there are no modus operandi,
no rules and no target for parent-child play. It is simply being together in a carefree, comfortable and relaxing
way. I remember when we visited a farm, children and parents used Spanish Needles as darts and threw
them madly at one another. Kids not only learned about this plant but its sticky characteristic. The natural,
back to the basic, no-frills kind of play is precious.
Some parents think that to play there must be toys. But in fact, as long as we are in a playful mood, we can
play anytime anywhere.

How to play well with kids?
1. Respect your child
To play well with kids, first and foremost parents have to respect them. Treat your children as equals, take part
in their game and engage with them. There is no harm to sometimes allow them to direct the game, let them
take the lead and try your best to cooperate with them. This way kids will be much happier and play more
energentically! To be a ‘Big Kid’ is the only way you can play with kids and really enjoy the fun of it.

Some children stuck
Spanish Needles on
their sleeves to facilitate
throwing; some stuck
them on their dress as
decoration

2. Give children space and freedom
Let children express their creativity and imagination, and integrate their experience in their learning and
explorations. On the day we visit the farm, one of the activities was making Hakka Cha-Guo (steamed
dumpling). The kids used flour to make all kinds of shape. One of the families had an interesting production
process. The child said he would make two snowmen with a cap standing on a snow-covered land. As we
all know, after steaming, the dough would become a totally different scene. The parents made no comment
and let him create on his own. When the Cha-Guo finally came out from the steamer, the snowmen were
nowhere to be found. The child was disappointed but after the parents explained that real snowmen would
melt the same with heat, the child understood and ate the melted snowmen happily. This is a typical story of

Let Go and Let them learn .

Do you see snow land
and snowmen?

3. Relax and enjoy the moment playing with kids
Kids learn through play. It not only stimulates and enhances children’s intelligence, but also helps them learn
to understand, share and communicate with others. It also helps them to solve problems. Through play, we
can discover their strength and ability. Playing with kids is the best way to bond with them and through play
they can feel how much we love them. Parental support is the catalyst of a child’s development!
Last but not least, I believe children’s utmost desire is to be with their parents. We should put aside the ’play
along‘ attitude to play and laugh together with our children. Through trial and observation, we will find the
key to playing together with kids.

Tracy Ip
Programme Officer
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Updates on the Long-term Follow-up Programme

Empowering Gathering of RB Families
The Children’s Cancer Foundation together with doctors from the Hong Kong Eye Hospital and parents of retinoblastoma (RB) survivors
established the ‘Child’s Vision’ in 2012, the only RB parents’ support group in Hong Kong with an aim to assist parents of newlydiagnosed children to learn more about RB, its treatment and follow-up. Regular educational and recreational activities are held
for parents to exchange information and share experience. Through mutual support we hope to help RB patients to recover and
continue to live a healthy life.
Child’s Vision celebrated its 7th Birthday! With special
thanks to the Regal Kowloon Hotel for their kind
sponsorship, we held a birthday party at the Hotel in
April. There were over 50 participants including 12 RB
survivors, 29 parents and siblings. A few attending
doctors, our long-term partners were also able to join
us in the midst of their busy schedule. The party was
warm and amiable with everyone busy catching up
and mingling. It was like a big family reunion!
A father of a newly diagnosed RB patient was at the party too. The first time we met was in the hospital with a parent volunteer. It was
his first time participating in a gathering like this. He was still feeling anxious and nervous over his child’s treatment and prognosis.
Several RB parents greeted him with open arms and warmly shared with him their own experiences which provided much relief to
him. It was even more reassuring when he saw the healthy RB survivors running around at the party. I was glad to see a smile on his
face and he looked much more relaxed at the end of the party. I believe, this was his first wholehearted smile since his child had RB.
We were glad to have Cheung Kit & Alex, two RB survivors and long-term supporters to share with us their RB journey into adulthood.
Alex is visually impaired. He was caught in the spotlight walking in with his guide dog. Cameras (iPhones) were snapping away at
his fury friend! RB had a definite impact in their path of growing up but they chose to coexist with the illness and accept their own
imperfection. They transformed their unique experience into personal strength and strived for excellence in their career. They even
developed a sense of humour and use the experience to strike up conversation with their colleagues.
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A parent volunteer, Ivy also shared her experience at the party. She has been a volunteer since the inception of Child’s Vision. Her
son was touched by RB over 10 years ago and yet she found that the public still only has limited knowledge about the disease. She
was hoping to raise awareness through public education. Hence, last summer, she joined the ’Retinoblastoma Awareness and
Education Campaign‘ led by Dr Jason Yam Cheuk Sing, Associate Professor of the Department of Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences,
Chinese University of Hong Kong; advocating early detection and explaining one of the important symptoms of RB - ‘white pupil reflex’
to the parents of new-born babies at the Maternal and Child Health Centres.
Dr Yam also concluded the result of the survey conducted through the awareness campaign. It was found that most of the parents
of new-born babies are not aware of RB or the symptom ‘white pupil reflex’. Many have indicated that they would like to learn more
about the disease. Dr Yam encouraged all RB parents to continue their good work in supporting the RB awareness campaign and
hoping that through their collective efforts they could help more RB parents in need.
Retinoblastoma is a rare eye cancer commonly found in infants aged two or below. There are only a few cases reported in Hong
Kong each year and yet, due to lack of awareness, many were diagnosed at a very late stage with eye-ball removal as the only
life-saving option. Having to go through a painful treatment and facing a long, arduous recovery journey ahead, it is not difficult to
imagine what kind of stress and anxiety the RB parents are going through. Child’s Vision has been supporting the RB families in the
past seven years, walking along with them through their darkest journey into light. We hope that in the years ahead, Child’s Vision will
continue to shoulder and develop this meaningful task.

Tracy Ng
Social Worker
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CCF Intelligence

Community Service Centre on the Move!
Having in service for over ten years in Shek Kip Mei Estate, our Community Service and Rehabilitation Centre will soon
move to the So Uk Estate! The new Community Service Centre will commence its operation starting early October.
The new address is 2/F, Carnation House, So Uk Estate. The telephone (2319 1396) and fax (2319 1696) will remain
unchanged.
For more details on our new Community Service Centre? Lookout for our next newsletter!

A New API (Announcement in the Public Interest) in Celebration of our 30th Anniversary
Do you still remember our API with a bald-headed boy turning in
front of the screen? It’s been showing on TV for the last 16 years and
it is time for a change! The new API, also with a bald-headed boy,
features when a child falls prey to cancer, there will be healthcare
professionals, CCF staff and people from all walks of life to support him
along his journey to recovery…let’s join hands to help children and
families fight cancer! We can finally see this wonderful work on TV!
We must give special thanks to seasoned radio host Ms Susanne Ho and artist Ms Joyce Cheng for volunteering to be the
Chinese and English voice-over narrators of our API.
Did you notice the harmonious background music~♪♪ ? The
masterpiece was composed by our Sunshine Ambassador, Patrick
(Yip). He accepted our invitation without a second thought. Michael
(Chan), a family member of our late Sunshine Ambassador, Hong
Yuen also immediately lent a helping hand and let Patrick use
his studio for recording and even helped out in the mixing and
arranging the music. Everything went so smoothly, we all think that it
got to be a ‘special arrangement’ by Hong Yuen!

More ways to donate
Now you can make donation through our Faster Payment System (FPS) QR Code or AliPay Hong Kong Electronic Wallet!
It’s simple:
FPS QR Code
For registered users, you can login by scanning the QR Code with your FPS mobile app and confirm
the donation amount. If a receipt is required, please send information including the reference
number, name, address and contact number by email to: donation@ccf.org.hk.
AliPay Hong Kong Electronic Wallet
On the Home Page, select ‘More’ > ‘Charitable Donation’ > ‘Children’s Cancer Foundation’
and confirm the donation amount. If a receipt is required, please send information including
donation number/AliPay transaction number, name, address and contact number by email to:
mobiledonation@ccf.org.hk.
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Fund-raising Activities

November 2018-April 2019
Date

Donor/Organiser

Event

Amount (HK$)

Remarks

2018

Nov 12

Tsung Tsin College*

福音義賣活動

3,211.60

Nov 23-

Solitude*		

6th Anniversary

50,000.00

Feb 23			

Fund-raising Campaign		

Nov-Apr

Castello Generous

The Castello Club

Drug Sponsorship Programme.

2,759.00

				

Exchange Square

Nov-Apr

Hong Kong Commercial

Share My Song Programme

4,732.79

		

Broadcasting Co Ltd*

Dec 11

SKH Li Ping Secondary School

「聖誕表愛心」

13,000.00

Dec 19

Diocesan Girls' School*

Dec 21

Tin Shui Wai Methodist College

「聖誕愛心呈獻」

11,050.00

Dec

Discovery Mind Kindergarten*

Charity Christmas

10,329.00

Mini Bazaar

				

Concert 2018

Dec

Kiangsu & Chekiang

Christmas Fund-raising

		

Primary School		

Campaign

		

International Section*

Dec

True Light Middle School of

		

Hong Kong*

The amount was designated for

4,000.00

75,550.00

Fund-raising Campaign

4,000.00

Chinese New Year Fair

4,450.00

Fund-raising Campaign

20,000.00

2019
Jan 28

Chiu Yang Kindergarten &

		

Nursery*

Jan

The Hong Kong Bankers Club*

* Repeat donor
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Fund-raising Activities

Date
Date
2009
2019

Jan

Donor/Organizer
Donor/Organiser

Pacific Club*		

Event
Event

Amount(HK$)
Amount (HK$)

Remarks
Remarks

Fund-raising Campaign

89,410.00

The event was held in 2018.

						

(Total amount raised in 2018 was

						

HK$262,535)

Feb 9

Hong Kong Amateur Orchestra

				
Feb 13-14

Caritas Chong Yuet Ming

		

Secondary School*

Feb 26

The Hong Kong Golf Club*

Heroes Among Us

50,000.00

Orchestral Concert
「利是送暖」

Annual Charity Cup

11,388.70

22,760.00

The amount was raised by the

				

Golf Competition		

Ladies’ Section.

Feb

Charity Week

The event was held on

Fleming House, Island School

25,170.45

						
Feb

Pacific Coffee*		

Fund-raising Campaign

31,337.60

Mar 6

Lok Sin Tong		

Fruit Day

6,567.00

		

Leung Kau Kui College*

Mar 8-11

Mr Chan Wing Fu

6633 Arctic Ultra 2019

28,500.00

Mar 21,

St. Baldrick's Foundation*

Head Shaving Event

943,269.10

Sept 24-28, 2018.

The fund was designated for

Apr 11 & 24,					

childhood cancer research in

May 7 & 28					

Hong Kong.
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* Repeat donor

Fund-raising Activities

Date

Donor/Organiser

Event

Amount (HK$)

School Open Day

2,950.50

Annual Dinner

78,872.00

54,039.10

Remarks

2019

Mar 23 & 30 Sunshine House International
		

Pre-schools

Mar

Anglo-Eastern Ship

		

Management Ltd*

Mar

The Hong Kong and China Gas

Towngas Plush Toy

		

Co Ltd		

Charity Sale 2018-19		

The event was held between
Oct 2018 and Jan 2019.

Special thanks to:
(1) The following donors for funding the Drug Sponsorship Programme:
(i) New Century (Huang’s) Foundation Limited for HK$800,000
(ii) Wing Sum Construction & Engineering Co Ltd for HK$700,000
(iii) Ms Susanna Iu Shuk Ching for HK$300,000
(2) Koon Beng Foundation for the donation of HK$1,000,000 sponsoring the replacement of CCF rehab bus.
(3) KPMG for their pro bono services.
(4) TMF Hong Kong Limited for their pro bono services.
(5) BBG Magazine for the free advertising space.
A note of thanks is also due to the many unlisted individuals and organisations that have made generous
donations/in kind or have lent their support to the Children’s Cancer Foundation.
(The organisations above are listed in random order)

* Repeat donor
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Patient and Hospital Services

With fond memories…all because of you!
Ocean Park Fun Days

Hong Kong Disneyland Fun Day
™ ™ ™ New World Development
Company Limited and volunteers
taking us to Ocean Park in Nov,
Jan & Mar. 125 patients and
families had a great time!

11/2018, 1 & 3/2019

™™™ Christian
Fellowship, New
World Development
Company Limited
hosting a sumptuous
lunch buffet for our
families at the Hong
Kong Disney Hotel and
™™™ Hong Kong
Disneyland Resort for
the theme park tickets.

30/3/2019

Ralph Lauren of Hong Kong Gives Back Day 2018
™™™ Thank you Ralph Lauren
for a fun-filled day. Sunshine
Ambassadors sharing with
RL volunteers how to make
resin jewelleries and moss
terrarium.

30/11/2018

Marco Polo Hongkong Hotel New Year Party
™™™ Sunshine Kids getting Christmas presents from Santa Singh, the GM of Marco Polo Hongkong
Hotels. 80 patients wrote to Santa on their wishes for Christmas and they all came true!
A huge thank you for a fun-filled 100-people Dreams Come True party for our families including 30
patients. Warm thoughts from the Hotel, ”Seeing the smiles on their faces in receiving the gifts warms
our hearts! The children drew in minute details to tell us what they wanted for Christmas. We all hope
to get exactly what they wanted. That is why
as soon as we receive their drawings, we
will immediately get to work to find the exact
match. Not an easy job! After locating all
the presents, our team will spread out to get
them. It takes a lot of time and effort, but just
for the heartwarming smile on their faces, it’s
well worth it!“

13/1/2019
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Patient and Hospital Services

November 2018 – April 2019
CCF Volunteers’ Day 2018

Sunshine Crew Pico Trainings & Regatta
Showing appreciations to our
volunteers ! Sunshine Choir
and Miracle Band having a
spectacular performance!

First time participating in
an Open Sailing Regatta.
We got Pico 2nd Runner-up!
™ ™ ™ Thank you Hebe
Haven Yacht Club for your
support!

17/11/2018

8 & 9/2018, 5/2019

Child’s Vision 7 th Anniversary Celebration
cum Peer Support Sharing

Lions Club of Sha Tin Scooter Event
™ ™ ™ 70 children and their families participated in the Scooter Parade.
Everyone get a new scooter too! Thank you!

™ ™ ™ Child’s Vision celebrated its 7th Birthday
at the Regal Kowloon Hotel! There were board
games arranged for the children. The tea
buffet was sumptuous.... with chessboard cakes
too! Thank you!

2/3/2019

Sunshine Kids Easter Party
™ ™™ Friends of CCF from Great Eagle Holdings
Limited helping kids to make a 3D chicken, and
parents colouring and putting words of blessings
on the eggs.

24/4/2018

27/4/2019

For list of Patient and Hospital Services, please refer to the online version of this issue on our website.
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Patient and Hospital Services

Financial Assistance

Nov 30

Two registered nurses attended 喪親心靈關顧培訓工作坊：
瀕死經驗的啟示 by Lingnan University.

Nov 2018 –
Apr 2019

Dec 5

The Assistant Professional Services Manager – Children’s Palliative
Care (CPC), two registered nurses and a social worker attended
a lecture organised by the Hong Kong Children Hospital (HKCH).
The title is Responding to the Planetary Health and Well-being of
Children and Youth - How to Launch a New Children’s Hospital
#crythechildren by Jeffrey Goldhagen M.D., MPH.

Dec 9

The Professional Services Manager and Assistant Professional
Services Manager – CPC and two registered nurses attended a
one day training of Simulation Training in Paediatric Palliative Care
Instructor Course organised by HKCH.

Financial assistance was provided for the following:
(1) 17 drug sponsorships at HK$1,387,210
(2) one prosthesis at GBP8,460
(3) living expenses
(4) funeral expenses
(5) travelling allowance
(6) supermarket coupons

Half-way Homes
Nov 2018–
Apr 2019

A total of eight families used the Half-way Homes.

2019
Jan 18-20

The Assistant Professional Services Manager - CPC, a nurse specialist
and two registered nurses joined the Conjoint Congress of BRAIN,
CNSGCT & ICFNS organised by Faculty of Medicine, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong.

Mar 23

The Services Director, Development Director, Professional Services
Manager - CPC, two Assistant Professional Services Managers CPC, nurse specialist, two registered nurses and one social worker
participated in the Annual Symposium 2019 organised by the Hong
Kong Society of Children’s Palliative Care (HKSCPC).

Apr

Two child life specialists had a three-week training trip in the USA.
They attended the Child Life Conference in Chicago and visited two
hospitals.

Publication
Jan 2019

CCF Newsletter Vol 55

Hospital Services
Nov 28, 2018
Mar 20, 2019

The quarterly Coordinating Committee with CCF and doctors from the
five major public hospitals were held at QEH.

Medical Training
Nov 16-19

Two nurses from Queen Mary Hospital attended the 50 th Congress of
the International Society of Paediatric Oncology at Kyoto, Japan.

Others
2018

Research
Nov 2018Apr 2019

Nov 27
HK$857,000 for the extension of the project for one year: Minimal
residual disease (MRD) monitoring of childhood acute lymphoblastic
leukaemia in Hong Kong conducted by The Hong Kong Paediatric
Haematology and Oncology Study group and the Department of
Anatomical and Cellular Pathology, Faculty of Medicine, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong.

2019
Jan 16

The Assistant Professional Services Manager - CPC and a registered
nurse gave a presentation on CPC Service Introduction and Advanced
Home Care Service Review to The Lady Pao Children’s Cancer Centre
medical staff.

Jan 28

Professional Services Manager - Child Life and two child life specialists
had a presentation on Child Life support to children undergoing
radiation therapy was conducted to the Radiotherapy Team at Queen
Elizabeth Hospital (QEH).

Feb 16

The Professional Services Manager - Child Life gave a lecture to Hong
Kong College of Paediatric Nursing on the topic of Developmentally
Appropriate Care to Paediatric Patients by Child Life Specialists.

Apr 11

The Services Director and Professional Services Manager - Family
Counselling presented CCF services to a group of visitors from Fudan
University Shanghai Cancer Centre Oncology Social Work Team at our
Family Service Centre.

Apr 26

Two Assistant Professional Services Managers - CPC joined
Dr Stephen Chan, Caritas Medical Centre for a presentation at
The Mental Health Association of Hong Kong Cornwall School on
Children’s Palliative Care Concept and Services to the staff.
The Professional Services Manager - CPC gave a presentation on
Children’s Palliative Care Services to doctors in Princess Margaret
Hospital.

Other Sponsorships
Nov 2018Apr 2019

HK$100,000 for partial sponsorship for four overseas experts in brain
tumours to be the speakers at the Brain 2019 and the third Asian CNS
Germ Cell Tumour Conference organised by the Division of Neurology,
Neuropathology, Division of Neurosurgery, Department of Paediatrics
and The Chinese University of Hong Kong held between January 1820, 2019 at The Chinese University of Hong Kong.

Staff Training
2018
th

Nov 17

Two registered nurses attended the 15 Hong Kong Palliative Care
Symposium organised by The Society for the Promotion of Hospice
Care.

Nov 24-25

The Services Director, two Professional Services Manager – Child
Life & Family Counselling, Assistant Professional Services Manager
– Child Life, two child life specialists, three social workers, one nurse
specialist and 2 registered nurses attended the Hong Kong Society
of Child Neurology and Developmental Paediatrics Annual Scientific
Meeting 2018 on Acquired Brain Injury .

Apr 29

A social worker attended a course on The Elementary Training on
Narrative Therapy organised by Talent Heart Consulting and Training
Services Company.

Nov 2018–
Apr 2019

Nov 27-28
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The Professional Services Manager - CPC gave a web-based lecture
on Paediatric Palliative Home Care Services in Hong Kong in HKCH.

Public Education
Life Education Talks were given to 10 secondary schools with more
than 1700 students attended.

November 2018 – April 2019
Patient Services Regular Activities (based on number of attendance)
Sunshine School Service at Community Service and Rehabilitation Centre (CS & RC) &
Tuen Mun Hospital (TMH)
Nov 2018 – Apr 2019
46 patients, two siblings and 50 parents attended 20 sessions.
Home-based Tutorial Service
Nov 2018 – Apr 2019
11 patients attended 44 sessions.
Primary Tutorial Classes
Nov 2018 – Apr 2019
Five patients attended 17 sessions.
Mathematics Tutorial Class
Nov 2018 – Apr 2019
Four patients attended 31 sessions.
Band and Busking Advanced Training and Performance
Nov 2018 – Apr 2019
Seven survivors attended 10 sessions at a studio in Mongkok.
Running Training
Nov 2018 – Apr 2019
Eight survivors attended 15 sessions at Tiu Keng Leng Sports Ground.
Other Activities
2018
Nov
Nov 1
Nov 2, 9,
16, 23 &
30
Nov 3
Nov 3
Nov 4
Nov 4

Two arts and crafts sessions were conducted for 11 patients at The Lady
Pao Childrenìs Cancer Centre (CCC).
Four parents from TMH Parent Support Group attended the Parent Mutual
Support Workshop at Ambassador Assembly in Tuen Mun.
Nine survivors and nine parents attended the Rope Skipping Training at CS
& RC.
Six survivors and one parent attended the Anti-mosquito Products DIY
Workshop at CS & RC.
Eight survivors, two siblings and seven parents attended the Etched Glass
DIY Workshop at CS & RC.
12 survivors, three siblings and 23 parents from 12 families attended the
family hike at Lamma Island.
Special thanks to New World Development Company Limited. 10 survivors,
seven siblings and 25 parents attended the NWD Ocean Park Fun Day.

Nov 7, 14,
17 survivors and 17 parents attended the Sunshine Choir at CS & RC.
21 & 28
Eight survivors and one parent attended the Leather Drawing and Design
Nov 10
Workshop at Lai Chi Kok.
27 survivors, four siblings and 32 parents joined the eye screening
Nov 10
programme at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) Eye Clinic.

Nov 11
Nov 17
Nov 24,
Dec 1 &
15
Nov 30

Dec
Dec 15

26 survivors, seven siblings and 27 parents from 26 families visited the Tree
Top Cottage.
Six survivors, seven parents, 80 volunteers and three governors attended
the Volunteers Day at the Cityview Hotel.
22 survivors attended the Youth Service Learning Project at CS & RC and
Sha Tin Heung Yee Kuk Building.
Special thanks to Hebe Haven Yacht Club. Nine survivors, one parent and
CCF Chairman attended the HHYC Cheque Presentation Ceremony.
Special thanks to Ralph Laruen (RL). Two survivors attended the Youth
Market @ Ralph Lauren of Hong Kong Gives Back Day 2018 at
Whitehead BBQ in Ma On Shan and manned two booths teaching 80 RL
volunteers making resin accessories and moss terrarium.
Christmas Parties were held at CCC and Queen Elizabeth Hospital (QEH).
216 patients at CCC, Queen Mary Hospital (QMH), QEH and TMH received
Christmas present from Santa Claus.
124 survivors, 67 siblings and 218 parents attended the CCF Christmas
Party 2018 at Sha Tin Heung Yee Kuk Building. 94 volunteers assisted in
the planning and organising of the party.

2019
Jan
Jan 13
Jan 19
Jan 20
Jan 26

Jan 27
Feb

Feb 9
Feb 16
Feb 17
Feb 23
Mar 2

Mar 3
Mar 9

Seven Chinese New Year arts and crafts sessions were conducted for 23
patients at CCC.
Special thanks to Marco Polo Hotels. 30 survivors, 11 siblings and 37
parents attended the New Year party.
Special thanks to New World Development Company Limited. 14 survivors,
19 siblings and 22 parents joined the Ocean Park Fun Day.
14 families including six children and 19 parents joined the Childhood Brain
Tumour Parents Educational Workshop at CCC.
10 survivors attended the Youth Growth Group at CS & RC.
Six survivors and six parents attended the Chinese Dumpling Making
Workshop at CS & RC.
16 survivors, eight siblings and 19 parents visited T. Park and had BBQ at
Lung Kwu Tan.
Two Chinese New Year arts and crafts sessions were conducted for 14
patients at CCC and QEH.
30 patients participated in a valentine flower balloon twisting session at
CCC.
Nine survivors, four siblings and nine parents enjoyed the Hong Kong
Amateur Orchestra's Charity Concert at Hong Kong City Hall.
10 volunteers attended the balloon twisting group in Shek Kip Mei.
21 survivors, nine siblings and 40 parents had a Chinese New Year Walk at
Ho Pui Reservoir.
Six survivors and 15 parents attended the Prosthetic Eye Educational Talk
at CS & RC. The senior practitioner of Prosthetic and Orthotic Department
of Kowloon Hospital, Mr. Bill Cheng was invited to be the guest speaker.
Seven survivors, one sibling and seven parents learned to make 3D cake at
CS & RC.
Special thanks to Lions Club of Sha Tin, 70 children and their familiesì
member participated in the Scooter event.
Six survivors, three siblings and 10 parents had a family hike at the Peak.
Five children and 20 parents attended a brain tumour parents workshop at
Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU). Dr Ku Tak Loi, Associate

Mar 9, 16
& 23
Mar 16
Mar 17

Mar 30

Apr
Apr 13
Apr 14
Apr 19

Apr 24

Apr 27
Apr 28

Consultant of Haematology and Oncology, Paediatrics & Adolescent
Medicine of Hong Kong Childrenìs Hospital (HKCH) and Dr Liu Ka Yee,
Senior Medical Officer of Child Assessment Centre of Department of Health
were invited as speakers; PolyU student volunteers also helped organise an
art activity.
11 survivors, nine siblings and nine parents attended cooking classes at CS
& RC.
51 survivors, 50 parents, 15 siblings and 29 medical staff attended a
farewell party held by TMH.
11 survivors, nine siblings and 23 parents went to Sha Tau Kok Farm.
Special thanks to the Christian Fellowship of New World Development
Company Limited for sponsoring the lunch. 25 children with 36 adults from
15 families enjoyed lunch buffet at the Hong Kong Disneyland Hotel. Special
thanks to Hong Kong Disneyland for the free tickets to the theme park
afterwards.
Nine survivors went to Cheung Chau for a day trip.
Special thanks to New World Development Company Limited. 13 survivors,
eight siblings and 22 parents joined the Ocean Park Fun Day.
Two Easter fun activities were conducted for 15 patients at HKCH and QEH.
Six survivors, three siblings and six parents attended the making of Easter
Egg Class at CS & RC.
Five survivors attended the Youth Group at CS &RC.
Special thanks to Mr Tommy Chu and Ms Persa Cheng of STAR
Entertainment (Universe) Limited. 63 survivors, 37 siblings and 120 parents
enjoyed the Ng Yip Kwun Concert at Hong Kong Coliseum.
Special thanks to the Great Eagle Holdings Limited and its 15 volunteers,
seven patients, three siblings, eight parents attended an Easter Party at CS
&RC.
Special thanks to Regal Kowloon Hotel. Seven survivors, eight siblings, 22
parents, one governor a fun-filled Childìs Vision 7th Anniversary Celebration.
Five ophthalmologists and paediatric oncologists were invited to join the
special occasion.
12 survivors, eight siblings and 20 parents visited Tai O.
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CCF Comics / CCF 漫畫廊

多元空間

發展潛能

A haven to awaken our potentials!
作者關慧芊是一名長期支持基金義工服務的康復者，希望透過漫畫將歡樂和關懷送給每位《童心》的讀者。
The cartoonist Tina Kwan is a survivor and a long-term supporter of CCF volunteer work.
She hopes to bring laughter and to show concern to every reader of the CCF Newsletter.
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